Within-and between-species variability was examined in a noncoding 238-bp segment of the HOX2 cluster. DNA of 4-26 individuals of four species (Pongo pygmaeus, Pan troglodytes, Gorilla gorilla, and Homo sapiens) was PCR amplified and electrophoresed in a denaturing gradient gel to screen for variability. Coupled amplification and sequencing was used to determine the complete sequence for each of the different alleles identified, one each in humans and orangutans, two in chimpanzees, and four in gorillas. Maximum-parsimony methods were used to construct a gene tree for these sequences. Alleles in all four species cluster into groups consisting of only one species (i.e., alleles within a species are monophyletic ) . The number of base-pair differences observed among alleles within P. troglodytes and within G. gorilla is larger than the number of base-pair substitutions that phylogenetically link Pan with Homo. Given these and other published data, it is premature to accept any particular phylogenetic tree that relates these three genera through two separate speciation events.
Introduction
Comparisons of orthologous DNA sequences across species allow the reconstruction of phylogenetic relationships (Nei 1987; Swofford and Olsen 1990) . Such studies have generally considered a single individual or clone to represent each species. This practice produces not a phylogenetic tree of populations or species but a tree of individual DNA sequences, i.e., a gene tree. In many circumstances, a gene tree based on a single allele drawn from each species has a very high probability of matching the topology of the true species tree (Nei 1986 (Nei , 1987 Pamilo and Nei 1988; Wu 199 1) .
However, as knowledge of the amount of molecular variation within species has increased (e.g., see Ferris et al. 198 1; Kreitman 1983; Vigilant et al. 1989; Bowcock et al. 199 1; Rogers et al., accepted) , it has become clear that the analysis of phylogenetic relationships among closely related species must take into account intraspecies polymorphism. Whenever the amount of change along internal branches of the species tree (i.e., between internal nodes) is small relative to the amount of variation within species, the segregation of polymorphism can have a significant impact on the reliability of the conclusions drawn (Nei 1986 (Nei , 1987 Pamilo and Nei 1988; Wu 199 1) . Poly-merase chain reaction (PCR) amplification (Mullis and Faloona 1987; Saiki et al. 1988 ) and related technologies now make it possible to investigate and account for intraspecies variability in any analysis of between-species differences (Kidd and Ruano 1991; Ruano and Kidd 1991b) .
The human-chimpanzee-gorilla or African hominoid species group is an example of a set of closely related species with a controversial phylogeny. Morphologists have suggested that chimpanzees and gorillas share a more recent common ancestor with each other than either does with humans (Andrews 1987) . Some molecular data indicate that this is the correct phylogeny (e.g., see Djian and Green 1989) , while a larger amount of molecular data suggest that chimpanzees are more closely related to humans than to gorillas (e.g., see Caccone and Powell 1989; Goodman et al. 1989 ; Koop et al. 1989; Ruvolo et al. 1991) . A study of the pseudoautosomal boundary region indicates that different phylogenies are supported by the pattern of species-level differentiation on the X versus the Y chromosome (Ellis et al. 1990) .
One explanation for these conflicting molecular data is that the three species are not very closely related, i.e., that two speciation events occurred separated by several million years, but that much parallel and convergent molecular evolution has occurred in this clade. While unlikely and ad hoc, this explanation would account for the inconsistent molecular data. Alternatively, the length of time-and, therefore, amount of evolutionary change-that separates the two successive divergence events may be small. If the interval between the species divergences was brief, the amount of intraspeties variation in the last common ancestor becomes important.
We report here, for a segment of the nuclear genome, intra-and interspecies DNA sequence differences among orangutans ( Pongo pygmaeus) , gorillas ( Gorilla gorilla), chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), and humans (Homo sapiens). As part of a larger analysis of the HOX2 gene cluster in humans, we cloned and sequenced a 792-bp PstI fragment 4 kb upstream from the HOX2B homeobox. We synthesized oligonucleotide primers Pyg2 and Pyg3 for PCR amplification of a 300-bp subfragment in humans (Ferguson-Smith 1989) and other hominoids (Ruano et al. 1990 ). Conventional agarose gel electrophoresis was used to compare the lengths of PCR products, while denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGE) was used to detect single nucleotide substitutions among alleles (Lerman et al. 1984; Sheffield et al. 1989; Gray et al. 199 1) . We determined the nucleotide sequence of one copy of each allele by using coupled amplification and sequencing (CAS ) ( Ruano and Kidd 199 1 a), and we present the results here.
Material and Methods
The DNA samples of Homo sapiens were obtained from 26 unrelated individuals originating in 17 diverse ethnic groups. This panel of samples, which is part of a broader study of human DNA polymorphisms (Bowcock et al. 199 1; Kidd et al. 199 Lawlor et al. ( 1990) .
Genomic DNA was amplified, according to a method described by Ruano et al. ( 1990) , with primers Pyg2 and Pyg3. Except as noted below for the orangutan, the identical PCR conditions amplified the segment from all animals. The PCR products were compared for both quantity of DNA produced and approximate length, by using conventional agarose gel electrophoresis. PCR products were run in DGE gels that consisted of linear gradients of urea (in M)/formamide (in %) denaturants ranging from 2.1 M/ 12% to 4.9 M/28% in 8% acrylamide with 1 X Tris-acetate-ethylenediaminetetraacetate (TAE) buffer. Electrophoresis was at 80 V for 15 h with recirculated TAE buffer, with the gel assembly immersed in a tank at constant 60°C. The gels were stained with ethidium bromide and were photographed. Preparation of samples for DGE involves standard PCR amplification of diploid samples and subsequent boiling and slow cooling, assuring formation of heteroduplex molecules for any heterozygous individual.
The heteroduplexes have sequence mismatches at the nucleotide sites for which the individual is heterozygous, are inherently less stable, and melt (denature) at lower concentrations of denaturants. The displacement of the heteroduplex bands relative to the homoduplex bands renders DGE of PCR products much more sensitive to base-pair changes than is DGE of genomic DNA (Gray et al. 1991) .
Whenever standard agarose or DGE comparisons demonstrated that a particular PCR product was different from other characterized products, we considered this new variant to be a new allele at this locus. The various alleles were sequenced via coupled CAS using conditions described by Ruano and Kidd ( 1991~) . CAS of human and chimpanzee DNA proceeded directly from genomic DNA of homozygotes, without intervening purification steps. In brief, an initial amplification, stage I, generates template for sequencing.
For stage II, this template is directly aliquoted into two equal volumes, each of which receives an end-labeled supplement of either Pyg2 or Pyg3. Four sequencing reactions with ddG, ddA, ddT, and ddC for each end-labeled primer then undergo further thermal cycling. Stages I and II consist of 15 cycles each. CAS differs from other PCR sequencing methods in that, at the same time, it exponentially synthesizes directly from genomic DNA both complementary sequence ladders for a given segment. Cycle-sequencing procedures that use Taq polymerase and thermal cycling (e.g., see Carothers et al. 1989 ) synthesize linearly only one sequence ladder from a given strand of a previously amplified double-stranded template. CAS of the gorilla alleles was not possible directly from genomic DNA, probably because of some mismatch at the priming sites. To garner these sequences, CAS proceeded from PCR products electroeluted from acrylamide gels. When starting from a gel-purified PCR product, CAS consisted of a single phase identical to stage II. Annealing temperature was decreased to 55°C but the thermal profile was otherwise unchanged. The amount of template required is 5 fmol for each reaction (total of 40 fmol for eight sequencing reactions). DGE was used as a preparative method to isolate allele Gol, a rare allele found in this survey only in a GoZ / Go2 heterozygous gorilla (Machi) ( fig. 1 D) . The homoduplex band of interest ( fig. 1 D, second band from bottom) was electroeluted from slabs excised out of preparative denaturing gradient gels. To sequence the full Go4 allele and to confirm the sequence of the others, a nested primer Pyg7 ( 5 '-CCC ACT CTC CCG GTT TCC TA -3 ') complementary to sequence at positions 250-269 inclusive, was used for CAS with Pyg2. Pyg7 anneals to an unduplicated site only 11 bases downstream from the end of the 3 ' tandem repeat sequence.
PCR amplification of the orangutan segment was not possible directly from genomic DNA by using primers Pyg2 and Pyg3, presumably because of sequence divergence at the Pyg3 priming site. Amplification of a longer, 650-bp fragment with primers Pyg 1 ( 5 '-AGT TCG GGA GTA AAA TCT TG-3 ') and Pyg2, followed by acrylamide gel purification and CAS with Pyg2 and Pyg3, with the Pygl /Pyg2 fragment used as template, allowed the segment of interest to be sequenced in this species. Apparently the Pyg3 primer is sufficiently similar to the orangutan sequence to function when used with just the Pygl /Pyg2 fragment as template.
The sequence and source of each allele were as follows: orangutan sequence from YN-820; gorilla alleles Go1 from Machi, Go2 from 82-140, Go3 from 19 1, and Go4 from 705; chimpanzee alleles Chl from Colin and Ch2 from YB8 l-109; and human allele from JK1148, an individual of mixed European origin. The sequences obtained through CAS were combined into a tree representing the phylogenetic relationships of all eight alleles observed across the four species, by using maximum-parsimony procedures with the orangutan sequence defined to be the outgroup. All observed differences (transitions, transversions, insertions, and deletions) were given equal weight as phylogenetic characters.
Results
Among 26 human individuals ( = 52 chromosomes) drawn from 17 different ethnic groups, no sequence variation in the Pyg2/Pyg3 PCR product was detected by conventional electrophoresis or DGE (Ruano et al. 1990) . PCR amplification of the HOX2B fragment in eight chimpanzees yielded products the same size (304 bp) as the human product, as resolved on highly sieving agarose gels ( fig. 1 A) . Analysis by DGE detected a common two-allele polymorphism ( fig. IC) . PCR amplification of the same fragment in 10 gorillas identified two individuals heterozygous for a 94-bp length variant ( fig. 1 B) . Analysis by DGE revealed four distinguishable alleles, including the longer allele ( fig. 1 D) . On DGE screening, analysis of the PCR product from four orangutans revealed neither size differences nor mobility shifts (data not shown). Altogether, among 48 individuals from these hominoid species, the DGE patterns define eight allelic forms, i.e., at least eight distinct nucleotide sequences-one allelic form each in humans and orangutans, two allelic forms in the chimpanzees, and four in the gorillas. No allelic form was shared by any two species. Figure 2 presents the sequences. The sequences extend from 15 nucleotides away from Pyg2 to 11 bases short of Pyg3 (both primers are 20 nucleotides long) (EMBL Data Library accession number X57979), which encompasses the Pyg2-Pyg3 segment.
The nine nucleotides immediately preceeding the duplication in Go4 as defined here (TTGGCCCCT) are exactly the same as the last nine nucleotides of the duplicated segment, a finding that may provide clues regarding the mechanism involved. The 
2.--DNA sequences for each hominoid allele. The figure presents sequences obtained for a 238-bp stretch within the 304-bp amplified fragment. Both strands were simultaneously sequenced via CAS, but only the sequence for the strand extended from primer Pygz is shown. The sequences are numbered according to the human sequence of a 792-bp PSI fragment that encompasses the pYg2-pygj segment. The full sequence is shown for the orangutan (Orang; top line); only sites with variations from this sequence are presented for the other alleles. Gorilla allele Go4 contains a tandem duplication of a 94-bp track beginning immediately after position 144 and ending at position 238. The 5 '-most duplicated region (positions 145-238, inclusive) is listed directly above its adjacent 3 ' homologous neighbor (positions 145 '-238', inclusive). The sequence for this allele proceeds sequentially through positions 13h238-145 '-238'-23e-367. Each base-pair change has been assigned a letter code in sequential order for reference to frg. 3. The hyphen in the Go4 sequence is a gap inserted to improve the alignment.
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repeat itself is neither GC rich or AT rich. Of all the observed alleles, this one also shows the largest number of autapomorphies. Some of these (I, J, and N) may have been associated with the duplication event. Other mutations (D, G, and 0) show no obvious association with the duplication. (The identical T-to-G substitutions at positions 233 and 233 ' are counted as a single event (J) that occurred before the duplication but the duplication is not counted as an event.)
While the coding sequences of homeobox genes themselves are certainly under the constraints of natural selection, the particular intergenic segment analyzed here does not seem to be conserved over long periods of time. Comparison of the sequence of the entire 792-bp fragment with the sequence of a 5-kb intergenic region between the murine Hox-2.2 and Hox-2.3 homeo domains, which flank this region, indicates that these segments are not similar between the mouse and human, even though the number of nucleotides between the homeo domains is identical (Z. Jiang and F. Ruddle, personal communication).
It is impossible to rule out selective constraints on the specific sequence investigated here, but we consider it to be an intergenic segment evolving through neutral mutations and genetic drift. Figure 3 presents the phylogenetic tree obtained by maximum-parsimony analysis of the eight different sequences observed. The orangutan sequence was used as the
3.-Phylogenetic tree. This tree represents the phylogenetic relationship of all eight alleles observed across the four species. The tree was constructed by using the maximum-parsimony approach to infer the history of mutational events and by using orangutan as the outgroup. Lettered markings indicate the individual mutations described in fig. 2 . The five substitutions drawn on the orangutan lineage cannot be assigned specifically to either the orangutan lineage or the lineage of the common ancestor of the other three species, nor can the direction of change at these positions be determined from present data.
outgroup to root the tree, and all types of nucleotide substitutions were given equal weighting. Each observed haplotype was treated as a single operational taxonomic unit, so this is not a phylogeny of species but is a phylogeny of DNA sequence haplotypes drawn from four extant species; that is, it is a gene tree. The substitutional events inferred are marked with letters on the tree and are referenced to the sequence in figure 2. The five substitutions drawn on the orangutan lineage cannot be assigned specifically to either the orangutan lineage or the lineage of the common ancestor of the other three species, nor can the direction of change at these positions be determined from present data. No homoplasy occurs; no parallel or convergent evolutionary changes are inferred. The lack of homoplasy means that changing the weighting of particular types of differences would not alter the topology of the resulting tree.
All alleles within each of the four species are monophyletic in the sense that no allele from any species is more closely related to an allele from another species than it is to any of its conspecific alleles. Three shared derived characters (substitutions P, S, and U in figs. 2 and 3) link the four gorilla alleles into a single cluster, while a single shared derived character (substitution Q) links the two chimpanzee alleles. Only one shared derived character links the two chimpanzee alleles with the human allele (transition H). This substitution links the human and chimpanzee alleles and distinguishes them from all the gorilla and orangutan alleles.
This level of phylogenetic resolution can be compared with the level of withinspecies variation found. No intraspecies variation was detected among the 52 human chromosomes or among the eight orangutan chromosomes examined. The two chimpanzee alleles differ by two mutations, and the four gorilla alleles show an even larger level of within-species diversity. The average number of mutations separating the four gorilla alleles is 5.2, though this is larger than that for the two chimpanzee alleles because one highly divergent allele (Go4) was found. If we include only the mutations in Go4 that seem definitely not to be associated with the duplication, the average number of differences across all gorilla alleles is 3.2. If we ignore allele Go4 altogether, the average pairwise difference among the remaining three gorilla alleles is two mutational steps, the same as was observed among the chimpanzee alleles. Discussion DNA sequence differences among extant species are often the best available indicators of the phylogenetic relationships among taxa. But the significance of particular molecular differences can be difficult to determine if the level of within-species variation is not known (Nei 1986 (Nei , 1987 Pamilo and Nei 1988) . The phylogeny of the humanchimpanzee-gorilla clade is controversial because the published data are contradictory (Caccone and Powell 1989; Djian and Green 1989; Goodman et al. 1989; Ellis et al. 1990; Ruvolo et al. 199 1) . We can estimate the amount of relevant variability by examining average levels of diversity within living primates.
Few direct estimates of DNA sequence diversity within nonhuman primate species are available at this time. For the mitochondrial genome, observations suggest that nonhuman species contain substantial amounts of variation (e.g., see Ferris et al. 198 1; Harihara et al. 1988) . Several studies have reported RFLP polymorphisms in the nuclear genomes of nonhuman primates (Rogers 1992) ) but no estimate of average heterozygosity or nucleotide diversity has been published for any species. Data from DNA-DNA hybridization experiments suggest that random individuals within a species are w-0.2%-0.3% different in their single-copy nuclear sequences (Caccone and Powell 1989) . Thousands of polymorphisms of various types have been documented in hu- mans (Kidd 199 1 ) , but the amount of difference between alleles at a single locus is more important in this context than is the total number of polymorphisms segregating. Maeda et al. ( 1983) found that two different alleles at the delta-globin locus were 0.91% different over a 1.7-kb region. Miyamoto et al. (1988) found that pairwise allelic differences in the pseudo-eta-globin locus were 0.14%-0.67%. Li and Sadler ( 199 1) examined 49 loci and concluded that, for human DNA sequences unaffected by natural selection, average nucleotide diversity is 0.11%.
The sample sizes in the present study of HOX2B alleles are too small to allow reliable estimation of the population frequencies, so it is not possible to calculate average nucleotide diversity for this locus. To develop a simple assessment of the amount of intraspecies variability in this segment, we calculated the average number of differences between the distinct haplotypes found within each species. Across all four species, the average number of differences between alleles within a species is 1.8 if the highly divergent Go4 allele is included, and it is 1.3 if the mutations possibly related to the duplication are eliminated from allele Go4. If Go4 is removed from the calculations entirely, the average number of differences between alleles within a species is 1 .O. However the calculation is done, the average number of differences between allelic forms within a species for this 238-bp segment is Z= 1 .O.
Our goal is to relate this observed intraspecies variation to the number of phylogenetically informative characters in the observed gene tree ( fig. 3) . The HOX2B data suggest that the two chimpanzee alleles are more closely related to the human allele than they are to the gorilla sequences. If the issue of within-species variation is ignored, one would conclude that chimpanzees and humans are the most closely related of the three species. But the number of nucleotide substitutions that support that species phylogeny (the one transition "H") is either smaller than or equal to the average number of differences between alleles within species, depending on whether we include allele Go4. We would expect some level of polymorphism in the last common ancestor of humans, chimpanzees, and gorillas, and therefore we must interpret in that light the significance of the single shared derived mutation in humans and chimpanzees. Chance resolution of preexisting intraspecies variation can account for all the shared derived characters that link Homo and Pun.
While we conclude that the human and chimpanzee HOX2B alleles are more closely related to each other than to the HOX2B gorilla alleles, we also conclude there is no significant evidence for two independent successive speciation events, one of which separated the gorilla lineage from the ancestors of humans and chimpanzees and a second which separated human ancestors from chimpanzee ancestors. Instead, these results can be explained by hypothesizing that the last common ancestor of all three species was polymorphic at the HOX2B locus and that the single polymorphic ancestral species separated into three lineages over a relatively short period of time. The subsequent chance fixation of alleles present in the ancestor can explain the topology of the gene tree presented in figure 3 . This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the other molecular data available are contradictory. To explain these inconsistent data, we can either (a) attempt to explain away some or all of the evidence or (b) consider the hypothesis that the two divergences were separated by only a brief period of time and that intraspecies polymorphism is the cause of the contradictions. Either approach leaves doubt about any phylogenetic conclusions reached on the basis of one or two loci. At this point it seems premature to accept any phylogeny that infers two independent successive speciation events.
The comparisons of HOX2B sequences across species also reveal differences in the level of variation within species. The humans tested exhibit less molecular variation at this locus than do chimpanzees or gorillas. This is true even though (a) the sample size for humans is at least 2.5 times larger than that for the other species and (b) the human sample was intentionally designed to sample widely distributed geographic areas. If, relative to other primates, humans do indeed show reduced levels of polymorphism, two explanations are possible, both of which may be true for HOX2B: ( 1) a recent selective replacement of one allele at either HOX2B or another, closely linked locus or (2) a lower effective population size in the human lineage. A recent gene replacement would effectively eliminate most sequence variation that had accumulated in this human homeobox gene cluster, while a reduction in effective population size would reduce polymorphism levels throughout the genome. Ferris et al. ( 198 1) have shown that intraspecies diversity in mitochondrial DNA is low in humans compared with other hominoids, and Li and Sadler ( 199 1) also find lower overall levels of variation in humans relative to Drosophila.
These results clearly illustrate that decisions about phylogenetic relationships among closely related taxa benefit from knowledge of the amount of polymorphism within species. In light of the level of diversity, both in chimpanzees and in gorillas, in the HOX2B segment, the single shared derived character linking humans and chimpanzees is not sufficient to establish the existence of a shared species-level ancestor subsequent to the divergence of the gorilla lineage. In light of these data and other published analyses, it is more conservative to consider the three lineages to have diverged in two successive branching events that were relatively close in time and to defer any conclusions concerning the specific branching order. An alternative description that cannot be rejected would suggest that the three lineages are derived from a single polytypic species, effectively an evolutionary trifurcation from a common ancestor.
Systematic characterization of genomic sequence variation is now feasible by utilizing PCR, DGE, and CAS (Kidd and Ruano 199 1; Ruano and Kidd 199 1 b). Studies such as this, but involving multiple loci, will be required to quantify the extant level of polymorphism within hominoid species and to clarify the phylogenetic relationships among them.
